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ABSTRACT
In the last decade, there has been an undoubtedly rising interest in the field of intelligent and smart built environments from design and construction to management, operational and governance perspectives. These recent endeavors, observed at both academic and professional levels, can be classified into city, neighborhood and building scales. In this context, understanding what we really mean by the word intelligent and smart is crucially important. This technical note attempts to clarify and further explore how intelligence differs from smartness in this context. Having intelligence as the main umbrella embracing other interrelated smart subsets is one way of thinking as supported by previous debates, while there are also other lines of thinking with more preference on the smartness as the core concept.
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In the last decade, there has been an undoubtedly rising interest in the field of intelligent and smart built environments from design and construction to management, operational and governance perspectives. These recent endeavors, observed at both academic and professional levels, can be classified into city, neighborhood and building scales. In this context, understanding what we really mean by the word intelligent and smart is crucially important. This technical note attempts to clarify and further explore how intelligence differs from smartness in this context. Having intelligence as the main umbrella embracing other interrelated smart subsets is one way of thinking as supported by previous debates (Gardner 2000; Clements-Croome 2013; Derek & Clements-Croome 1997), while there are also other lines of thinking with more preference on the smartness as the core concept.
From a large-scale point of view, it can be inferred that there is a relatively wide consensus about the use of ‘smart cities’ as the core concept instead of ‘intelligent cities’. Nevertheless, the primary question of what we mean by a smart city is yet to be fully answered despite a surprisingly high number of research investigations in this field. A decade ago, Hollands (2008) critically looked at the notion of smart cities and criticized labeling cities as smart without an availability of a universal definition for them or a common understanding for their essence and key performance indicators. While in general, smart means using enabling technology to provide seamless connectivity between systems and support personalization, from the era of Hollands (2008) until now, this definition has continuously undergone an evolutionary change.

Along this way, further exploring the smart cities, Walters (2011) referred to the incorporation of physical and virtual worlds and place-based information planning. Lombardi et al. (2012) elucidated a new way of analyzing the performance of smart cities through a developed model encompassing all key performance indicators and structuring an analytic network process. Roche et al. (2012) critically investigated the smartness of smart cities and argued that our future cities should embrace spatially enabled citizens and context-aware urban built environments that can intelligently sense, actuate and respond. Deakin and Al Waer (2012) clearly highlighted a transition from intelligent to smart cities with a predominant focus on addressing the needs of market and users rather than the intelligence itself. Similarly, Deakin (2011, 2013) continued to portray this transition to smart cities from a more comprehensive approach via having intelligence as the embedded component of future cities. In both attempts, they looked at intelligence as a driving force and an enabler for achieving a smart city while arguing that an internationally accepted definition of smart cities is yet to come. In this line, various researchers attempted to develop new frameworks and definitions for smart cities: Albino, Berardi, and Dangelico (2015) examined the existing definitions realizing the multi-faceted essence of smart cities and claiming that smart cities’ spirit is moving beyond information and communications technology (ICT). Lehmann (2016) attempted to clarify the concept of smart city, referred to New Songdo City in South Korea and Singapore as the relevant examples, and suggested to look at the success of Freiburg, Copenhagen and Singapore as a result of the incorporation of green, sustainable and smart models. Similarly, Di Silvestre (2017) explored a holistic perception about smart cities while Monfaredzadeh and Berardi (2015) and more recently Ahvenniemi et al. (2017) compared the sustainable and smart city assessment frameworks with the aim of clarifying the confusion between smart and sustainable cities, and showed that a significant distance between these two metrics exists. Along this way, Mosannenzadeh et al. (2017) explore the significance of smart energy city (SEC) as a novel energy-oriented
emerging approach in Europe.

Though it can be seen that in recent years, numerous studies have been focusing on setting clear dimensions and developing detailed or broader visions of smart cities to tackle the existing confusion, the upcoming studies continue re-defining the essence of smart cities and re-developing new models or lists of indicators. While to some extent, this is inevitable and can be contributive due to the broad horizon and multi-faceted attributes of smart cities as well as their possible unexplored potentials, the ever-continuing search for such definition or model will be replaced by drawing more attention to the enhancement of the existing models and frameworks.

From a smaller scale viewpoint, looking at buildings, there has been even more confusion about the interchangeably used terms such as intelligent, smart and sustainable buildings. While to some extent, green and sustainable buildings, as the main output of green building councils around the world, can embrace the majority of the interchangeably used terms based on their ambitious targets to cover environmental, social and economic dimensions of sustainability as portrayed in LEED, BREEAM and now WELL, intelligent and smart building features have been less considered as an inherent part of their scope. The idea of intelligent and smart buildings may seem new but its history goes back to years ago. Back in 1997, Clements-Croome developed a holistic definition of intelligent buildings and clarified what it should encompass. Hartkopf et al. (1997) similarly attempted to define the intelligent buildings and showcased the features of an intelligent workplace at Carnegie Mellon University. Wong et al. (2005) argued that there is a need for more systematic frameworks to define intelligent buildings. Responding to the raised needs, Alwaer and Clements-Croome (2010) identified and assessed the key performance indicators of intelligent buildings. With the rapidly growing importance of green buildings, Clements-Croome (2011) drew more attention to the neglected features of intelligent buildings and claimed they should be more sustainable, healthier and dedicated to people.

On the contrary, other researchers tend to promote smart buildings: Wang et al. (2012), Zhang, Shah, and Papageorgiou (2013) and Rocha, Siddiqui, and Stadler (2015) explored and proposed effective energy management strategies for smart buildings; McGlinn et al. (2010) recommended an innovative tool to assess smart building applications; and Joustra and Yeh (2014) looked at water cycle management in smart buildings. In addition, various universities took initiatives to develop smart homes as living labs, as reviewed by GhaffarianHoseini et al. (2013). In particular, once it comes to residential environments, the term ‘smart’ has been highly utilized making it a common label for highly automated and ICT-integrated homes. In this line, Harper (2006) comprehensively looked into the current and future of smart homes; GhaffarianHoseini et al. (2013) put forward what future smart homes should
look like and compared several existing case studies. More recently, Strengers (2016) explored the potentials and future of smart homes from new perspectives and Suryadevara et al. (2013) evaluated the potentials of smart homes for protecting elderlies and determining their health status.

To the best knowledge of the authors, despite the significant number of technical studies on smart buildings and their performance, a relatively small number of researchers have attempted to define smart buildings compared to the attempts for clarifying intelligent buildings. Among those, in 1994, Drewer and Gann introduced smart buildings, defined them and showed their benefits. Their definition was purely related to the integration of state-of-the-art technologies and advanced services. More recently, Buckman, Mayfield, and Beck (2014) proposed a more comprehensive definition of smart buildings and concluded that

Smart Buildings are buildings which integrate and account for intelligence, enterprise, control, and materials and construction as an entire building system, with adaptability, not reactivity, at its core, in order to meet the drivers for building progression: energy and efficiency, longevity, and comfort and satisfaction. (98)

The definition proposed by Buckman et al. (2014) was in line with their previous study (Buckman et al., 2013) where they similarly looked at intelligence as one of the four components of smart buildings: control, enterprise, materials and design, and intelligence. Nevertheless, Clements-Croome (2013) described intelligent buildings as having three main components:

- Smart quality enabled by a range of evolving digital technologies;
- Sentient quality so the city or building responds to physical, social and mental well-being;
- Sustainability covering the application of green technologies to enable the efficient and economic use of resources like energy, water and waste.

In a more recent investigation, Ghaffarianhoseini et al. (2015) presented the intelligent buildings as a focal point embracing green, sustainable, smart and other related attributes. According to their proposed definition, smartness was only an indicator of intelligent buildings. Based on their analysis, intelligent buildings should be designed and developed according to four key performance indicators: smartness and technology awareness, economic and cost efficiency, personal and social sensitivity, and environmental responsiveness. In addition, Turner (2016) investigated the real meaning of
intelligent buildings through referring back to the essence of intelligence and proposed drawing more attention to the emergent intelligence than the executive intelligence. On the other side, Kuo et al. (2017) utilized the term ‘intelligent green’ building and explored their related policies towards meeting the targets of the recent climate change conference (COP 21). Lilis et al. (2016) studied the future of intelligent buildings and similarly showed they are moving beyond building automation. Their vision of intelligent buildings was in line with the rapid manifestation of emerging technologies as they envisaged that future intelligent buildings will be inherently intertwined with the internet of things (IoT) and people centered design. To sum up, intelligent buildings are designed to embrace these fundamental roles: addressing users’ requirement in functional and sensory needs; utilizing smart technology to enable security and monitoring to aid facilities management; being sustainable with viewpoints to energy, water and waste through incorporation of smart and appropriate green passive and active environmental design. Likewise, buildings of future, as suggested by Heidari et al. (2017), should draw more realistic attention to the health and well-being status of their occupants. Hence, development of healthy buildings as part of a healthy city is another fundamental direction of the eventual impacts of the integration of design intelligence and smart components into the future built environments (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Clarifying the overview of intelligent and smart buildings and cities concept.
On the other side, regardless of the cities and buildings being called intelligent or smart, there is a great need for robust commitment at a broad governance level towards ensuring more effective stakeholders’ involvement in all phases. Governance of intelligent or smart cities and buildings is not only restricted to what governments implement and instead, it has to be shaped based on interactions among various-sized enterprises, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and local governments while this process needs more efficient involvement of citizens in decision-making (Bolívar 2015). In the same line, looking at intelligent or smart urban governance, Mostashari et al. (2011) state that ‘In a cognitive city, the citizen becomes an active element of urban governance, not only through civic participation, but also through serving as a sensor for the operational state of the urban infrastructure’. New modes of governance structures in this context require both private and institutional partnerships, involvement and sponsorships towards promoting e-governance, ICT-enabled governance and real-time governance while developing more insightful strategic planning (Misuraca, Broster, and Centeno 2012; AlWaer, Bickerton, and Kirk 2014; Ojasalo and Tähtinen 2017). From a broad perspective, such governance embraces four key models: government-to-government, government-to-citizens, government-to-business and government-to-employees (Raj and Raman 2015). Furthermore, there is also a need for a responsive governance-based spirit across the whole supply chain from conceptualization, planning, design, and construction to monitoring, facilities management, commissioning, and post-occupancy evaluation. In fact, the underpinning political motivations of ‘smart’, and by extension ‘intelligent’ can also play an influential role in defining a more clarified intelligent/smart conceptual model for future implementations.

This study presents the paradoxical definitions and frameworks of intelligent and smart cities and buildings. The analysis demonstrates that the two terms are complementary, once their essence is correctly interpreted with a mutual aim to use their ever-growing potentials to optimize the performance and impacts of buildings and cities.

While from one point of view, the interchangeable use of the terms intelligent or smart may not matter and/or be insignificant to community, from another perceptive direction, a lack of clarity can lead to further confusion for the professionals and related stakeholders. From Gardner (2000)’s viewpoint on intelligence to the recent critiques on intelligent buildings, it should be remembered that ‘intelligent’ is a broader and more holistic term than ‘smart’, both linguistically and technically. Recent studies articulate about artificial intelligence embracing smart components or they debate about intelligent minds rather than smart minds. Elements of buildings, urban contexts or cities can be smart in order to enable their embedded systems to function effectively (i.e. smart cars; smart phones and smart watches) but the whole building or
city has to be intelligent. In line with what discussed, Wang et al. (2016) remind that a smart city performs once it is comprised of intelligent architecture. Their analysis concludes that ‘The city is inseparable from architecture, and the intelligent buildings are indispensable for the smart city’. It is believed that the intelligent-smart debate will continue but using the present literature allows strengthening the existing frameworks and conceptual models to shed more lights on the real essence and future directions of building and cities. There is no doubt that in the twenty-first century, there has been a radical two-way transition from sustainability to intelligence and smartness. Buildings and cities need to be much more than only intelligent or smart. However, while in this context, the prioritized agenda should be paving the way towards creating better living environments for people irrespective of what they would be called (intelligent or smart), the existing scenarios and the interchangeable use of the above terms can lead to confusion and uncertainty. Moving beyond the current level of debates, as extensively discussed by Greenfield (2017), we should continue to explore how such advanced data-driven technologies, IoT devices and their radical adoption can provide meaningful benefits for individuals, societies and our environments, what impacts they have on daily lifestyles, who benefits from these enormous sources of data, how new challenges are being created and how the real essence of human is being redefined.
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